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I have 8 or more yellow Tamers in
play, and use [BT2-099 Glorious
Burst]. Can I activate this card's
inherited effect?

No. [BT2-099 Glorious Burst]’s cost
has been changed to 1, so using it
isn’t considered to be using an
Option card with a cost of 2 or
more.

Viximon

1
I have 1 card in my security stack.
If I use [BT7-100 Qualialise Blast],
can I activate this card’s inherited
effect?
2

3
EX2-004

Gummymon

1
EX2-007

Yes. When you use [BT7-100
Qualialise Blast]’s effect, it changes
the cost paid to the number of
cards in your security stack, but
doesn't change the cost of the card
itself. As such, the game considers
I use an Option card with a cost of Yes. Effects that use Option cards
2 or more by an effect that reads,
without paying their costs are
“Use an Option card without paying skipping the costs entirely, not
its cost.” Can I activate this card’s
changing them.
inherited effect?
Does this card’s inherited effect
activate when my opponent
suspends a Digimon by activating
<Blocker>?

Mother D-Reaper
Does this card go in my deck, or my
Digi-Egg deck?
1
When I hatch this card during my
breeding phase, do I place it in my
breeding area, or my battle area?
2

3

4

5

Yes, it does.

This card is a Digi-Egg card, so it
goes in your Digi-Egg deck.
It’s placed in your breeding area as
a level-less Digimon.

This card doesn't have a level. Can I No. Cards that don't have levels
still digivolve it into other cards?
can't be digivolved from. (Other
than through special digivolutions.)
If this card is in my breeding area, It can be moved from your breeding
how do I move it to my battle area? area to your battle area like any
other Digimon.
Level 2 Digimon don't have DP, and
therefore can't be moved to your
battle area. This card has DP, which
means it can be moved to your
battle area without digivolving it.
If this card is in my breeding area, No, you can’t activate effects in the
can I activate its [Main] effect to
breeding area.
place my [ADR-02 Searcher] in its
digivolution cards?

If this card is in my battle area, can
it be attacked by my opponent’s
Digimon with an effect that reads
“This Digimon can also attack
unsuspended Digimon”?
6

7

This card is in my battle area. If an
opponent’s Digimon attacks it, and
this card’s DP is less than or equal
to the opponent’s Digimon, is this
card deleted?

Yes, it can.
“This Digimon can also attack
unsuspended Digimon” is an effect
that only affects the Digimon that
has it, so this card's “This Digimon
[...] isn't affected by your opponent’
s effects” effect can’t be used to
prevent the attack.
Yes, this card can be deleted as a
result of battle.

Is this Digimon affected by effects
Yes, this card is affected by effects
like “Delete 1 of your Digimon,” or you activate.
“Suspend 1 of your Digimon” that I
activate?
8

9

10

11

12

13

14

If this card is in my battle area, can Yes, you can.
my own effects delete it or move it However, since this card is a Digito my hand/deck/security stack?
Egg card, note that if this card
would be moved to your hand,
deck, or security stack, it’s instead
placed at the bottom of your DigiEgg deck face down.
If I play two cards with [D-Reaper] Yes, you can.
in their traits, can I choose not to
activate this card’s [Your Turn]
effect for the first card, and activate
it for the second?
My opponent has [BT8-071
No. [BT8-071 Psychemon]’s effect
Psychemon] in play. Can this
doesn’t target Digimon themselves,
Digimon’s [Your Turn] effect still
so you can’t activate this card's
reduce the play cost of cards with
effect to reduce the play cost of
[D-Reaper] in their traits when I
cards.
would play them?
If I use [BT4-105 Tactical Retreat!] No. This card is a Digi-Egg card, so
on this card, can I place it on top of if it would be moved to your
my security stack face down?
security stack, it’s instead placed at
the bottom of your Digi-Egg deck
face down.
Can I specify my opponent’s [EX2- Yes, you can.
007 Mother D-Reaper] as the target
of an effect?
If an effect that targets multiple
No. It’s only this Digimon that isn't
Digimon is also targeting my
affected. The other Digimon will be
opponent's [EX2-007 Mother Daffected as normal.
Reaper], is the effect cancelled,
preventing it from affecting the
other targeted Digimon?

EX2-008

15
Guilmon

1

EX2-010

No. You will only place the topmost
[ADR-02 Searcher] in this Digimon’s
digivolution cards. All of [ADR-02
Searcher]’s digivolution cards are
trashed.

This card’s effect reveals 4 cards. If
the cards revealed only include
either a card with [Growlmon] or
[Gallantmon] in its name or [Takato
Matsuki], can I still add a card to
my hand?

Yes, as long as either a card with
[Growlmon] or [Gallantmon] in its
name or [Takato Matsuki] is among
the cards revealed, you can add it
to your hand.

This card’s effect reveals 4 cards. If
both a card with [Growlmon] or
[Gallantmon] in its name and
[Takato Matsuki] are among the
cards revealed, can I choose to only
add one of them to my hand, and
place the remaining card at the
bottom of my deck?

No. This card's effect reads “Add 1
card [...] and 1 [Takato Matsuki]
among them to your hand,” so you
must add as many cards to your
hand as possible. In this case, you
must add both 1 card with
[Growlmon] or [Gallantmon] in its
name, and 1 [Takato Matsuki] to
your hand.

2
WarGrowlmon
How does this card’s “Add 1000 to
the maximum DP you can choose
with DP-based deletion effects”
work, exactly?

1

EX2-011

I have an [ADR-02 Searcher] with 1
or more digivolution cards in play. If
I place it in this Digimon's
digivolution cards with this card's
[Main] effect, do I also get to place
[ADR-02 Searcher]’s digivolution
cards under it as well?

2
Gallantmon

When choosing targets for effects
that reference DP values, such as
“Delete an opponent's Digimon with
<X> DP or less,” or “Choose any
number of your opponent’s Digimon
whose total DP adds up to <X> or
less and delete them,” this effect
adds 1000 to the maximum DP you
can choose.

However, this does not apply to
effects that don't reference an
explicit DP value in card text, such
as “Delete an opponent’s Digimon
with DP less than or equal to this
Digimon’s
DP.”
Does this card's inherited effect add It
adds 1000
to the maximum DP
1000 to the maximum DP I can
you can choose with all of your
choose with other effects, or just
effects.
the effects on the Digimon that has
this card in its digivolution cards?

How does this card’s “Add 2000 to
the maximum DP you can choose
with DP-based deletion effects”
work, exactly?

1

2

EX2-012

3
Megidramon

However, this does not apply to
effects that don't reference an
explicit DP value in card text, such
as “Delete an opponent’s Digimon
with DP less than or equal to this
Digimon’s DP.”
Is this card’s [When Attacking]
Yes, it is.
“Choose any number of your
If you have a red Tamer in play,
opponent's Digimon whose total DP you can choose any number of your
adds up to 6000 or less and delete opponent's Digimon whose total DP
them” effect also affected by its
adds up to 8000 or less.
“add 2000 to the maximum DP you
can choose with DP-based deletion
effects” effect?
Does this card's “add 2000 to the
Yes, that's correct.
maximum DP you can choose with
DP-based deletion effects” effect
also raise the maximum DP I can
choose with other deletion effects
besides those on this card?
This card’s [When Digivolving]
effect reads “Delete 1 of your
opponent's Digimon with 10000 DP
or less. If no Digimon was deleted
by this effect...” What situations
does “If no Digimon was deleted by
this effect” refer to, specifically?

1

2

When choosing targets for effects
that reference DP values, such as
“Delete an opponent's Digimon with
<X> DP or less,” or “Choose any
number of your opponent’s Digimon
whose total DP adds up to <X> or
less and delete them,” this effect
adds 2000 to the maximum DP you
can choose.

“If no Digimon was deleted by this
effect” refers to a state in which,
when resolving this Digimon’s
[When Digivolving] effect, your
opponent doesn't have a Digimon
with 10000 DP or less in play, or
you try to delete an opponent's
suitable Digimon can't be deleted
with the effect. Essentially, if you
didn't delete a Digimon by “Delete 1
of your opponent’s Digimon with
10000 DP or less,” follow the
instructions listed after “If no
Digimon was deleted by this
effect...”
My opponent has a Digimon with
No. If there’s a valid target in play,
10000 DP or less in play. Can I
you must choose it with the effect.
choose not to delete my opponent’s You can't choose to NOT activate
Digimon with this card’s [When
the effect.
Digivolving] effect so we both trash
the top 5 cards of our deck?

3

4

EX2-018

EX2-019

My opponent has a Digimon with
10000 DP or less and an effect that
reads, “This Digimon can't be
deleted by your opponent’s effects,”
and another Digimon with 10000
DP or less but no effect. Can I
intentionally have this card’s [When
Digivolving] effect target the
Digimon with the effect preventing
deletion to have us both trash the
top 5 cards of our decks?

Yes. You can choose your opponent’
s Digimon with 10000 DP or less as
a target, even if the chosen Digimon
has an effect that prevents it from
being deleted, in order to get the “if
no Digimon was deleted by this
effect” part of the effect.

If [EX2-008 Guilmon]’s [On Play]
effect reveals this card from my
deck, can I add it to my hand as a
card that has [Gallantmon] in its
name?

Yes, you can.

I try to delete an opponent's
Digimon with this card’s [When
Digivolving] effect, and my
opponent activates <Decoy> to
prevent the chosen Digimon from
being deleted. If the Digimon that
activated <Decoy> is deleted, does
the “if no Digimon was deleted by
this effect” part of this card's effect
5
still activate?
Marine Angemon
I have 5 cards in my security stack.
Can I still <Recovery +1 (Deck)>
1
with this card?
Renamon
This card’s effect reveals 4 cards. If
the cards revealed only include
either a card with [Kyubimon],
[Taomon], or [Sakuyamon] in its
name or [Rika Nonaka], can I still
add a card to my hand?
1

2

This card's effect reveals 4 cards. If
both a card with [Kyubimon],
[Taomon], or [Sakuyamon] in its
name and [Rika Nonaka] are among
the cards revealed, can I choose to
only add one of them to my hand,
and place the remaining card at the
bottom of my deck?
I have 8 or more yellow Tamers in
play, and use [BT2-099 Glorious
Burst]. Can I activate this card's
inherited effect?

3

Yes. The Digimon chosen as a
target for this effect is not deleted,
and the Digimon that activates
<Decoy> is deleted by the effect of
<Decoy> and not this effect. As
such, the condition is satisfied for "if
no Digimon was deleted by this
effect," and both players will trash
the top 5 cards of their decks.

No. This effect can only increase the
number of cards in your security
stack to 5 or less.
Yes, as long as either a card with
[Kyubimon], [Taomon], or
[Sakuyamon] in its name or [Rika
Nonaka] is among the cards
revealed, you can add it to your
hand.
No. This card's effect reads “Add 1
card [...] among them to your
hand,” so you must add as many
cards to your hand as possible. If
both a card with [Kyubimon],
[Taomon], or [Sakuyamon] in its
name and [Rika Nonaka] are among
the cards revealed, you must add
both to your hand.
No. [BT2-099 Glorious Burst]’s cost
has been changed to 1, so using it
isn’t considered to be using an
Option card with a cost of 2 or
more.

I have 1 card in my security stack.
If I use [BT7-100 Qualialise Blast],
can I activate this card’s inherited
effect?

4

EX2-021

5
Kyubimon

Yes. When you use [BT7-100
Qualialise Blast]’s effect, it changes
the cost paid to the number of
cards in your security stack, but
doesn't change the cost of the card
itself. As such, the game considers
you to have used an Option card
with a cost of 5, allowing you to
activate this card’s inherited effect.
I use an Option card with a cost of Yes. Effects that use Option cards
2 or more by an effect that reads,
without paying their costs are
“Use an Option card without paying skipping the costs entirely, not
its cost.” Can I activate this card’s
changing them.
inherited effect?
I have 8 or more yellow Tamers in
play, and use [BT2-099 Glorious
Burst]. Can I activate this card's
inherited effect?

1

No. [BT2-099 Glorious Burst]’s cost
has been changed to 1, so using it
isn’t considered to be using an
Option card with a cost of 2 or
more.

I have 1 card in my security stack.
If I use [BT7-100 Qualialise Blast],
can I activate this card’s inherited
effect?

2

EX2-022

EX2-023

3
Antylamon

1
Taomon

Yes. When you use [BT7-100
Qualialise Blast]’s effect, it changes
the cost paid to the number of
cards in your security stack, but
doesn't change the cost of the card
itself. As such, the game considers
you to have used an Option card
with a cost of 5, allowing you to
activate this card’s inherited effect.
I use an Option card with a cost of Yes. Effects that use Option cards
2 or more by an effect that reads,
without paying their costs are
“Use an Option card without paying skipping the costs entirely, not
its cost.” Can I activate this card’s
changing them.
inherited effect?
When activating this card's “If you Yes, they can.
have [Shu-Chong Wong] in play,
your [Lopmon] can digivolve into
this card in your hand for a
digivolution cost of 3, ignoring its
digivolution requirements” effect to
digivolve, can effects from cards like
[EX1-071 Win Rate: 60%!] reduce
the digivolution cost?
I have 8 or more yellow Tamers in
play, and use [BT2-099 Glorious
Burst]. Can I activate this card's
inherited effect?

1

No. [BT2-099 Glorious Burst]’s cost
has been changed to 1, so using it
isn’t considered to be using an
Option card with a cost of 2 or
more.

I have 1 card in my security stack.
If I use [BT7-100 Qualialise Blast],
can I activate this card’s inherited
effect?

Yes. When you use [BT7-100
Qualialise Blast]’s effect, it changes
the cost paid to the number of
cards in your security stack, but
doesn't change the cost of the card
itself. As such, the game considers
you to have used an Option card
with a cost of 5, allowing you to
activate this card’s inherited effect.

I use an Option card with a cost of
2 or more by an effect that reads,
“Use an Option card without paying
its cost.” Can I activate this card’s
inherited effect?

Yes. Effects that use Option cards
without paying their costs are
skipping the costs entirely, not
changing them.

I have 8 or more yellow Tamers in
play, and use [BT2-099 Glorious
Burst]. Can I activate this card's
inherited effect?

No. [BT2-099 Glorious Burst]’s cost
has been changed to 1, so using it
isn’t considered to be using an
Option card with a cost of 2 or
more.

I have 1 card in my security stack.
If I use [BT7-100 Qualialise Blast],
can I activate this card’s inherited
effect?

Yes. When you use [BT7-100
Qualialise Blast]’s effect, it changes
the cost paid to the number of
cards in your security stack, but
doesn't change the cost of the card
itself. As such, the game considers
you to have used an Option card
with a cost of 5, allowing you to
activate this card’s inherited effect.

I use an Option card with a cost of
2 or more by an effect that reads,
“Use an Option card without paying
its cost.” Can I activate this card’s
inherited effect?

Yes. Effects that use Option cards
without paying their costs are
skipping the costs entirely, not
changing them.

With this card’s [End of Attack]
effect, I place this Digimon under
one of my other Digimon as its
bottom digivolution card. What
happens to the digivolution cards
under this Digimon?

They're trashed.
Only this card will be placed in your
Digimon's digivolution cards by this
effect.

2

EX2-024

3
Sakuyamon

1

2

EX2-028

3
Parasitemon

1

EX2-032

Can this card's [End of Attack]
effect place this card under one of
my Digimon that doesn't have a
2
level?
This card has two inherited effects.
If this card becomes a digivolution
3
card, can I activate both effects?
Strikedramon

Yes, it can.

Yes, you can activate both.

EX2-035

EX2-036

EX2-037

If I have 4 black Tamers in play,
can I gain 2 memory from this card’
1
s inherited effect?
Cyberdramon
This card has gained <Piercing>
from an effect. I have no Tamers in
play, and this card attacks and
deletes an opponent’s Digimon in
battle and survives. Do I perform a
1
security check due to <Piercing>?
GroundLocomon
I attack my opponent with this
Digimon. If they block it with one of
their Digimon, what happens?
1
Reapermon

1

2

3

EX2-039

Yes, even if you don't have any
Tamers in play, <Piercing> still
activates as normal.

This card's effect prevents you from
declaring an attack against an
opponent’s Digimon, but if an
opponent’s Digimon blocks it, the
two Digimon battle as normal.

Can this card’s [Opponent’s Turn]
Yes, it can.
effect <De-Digivolve> an opponent’
s Digimon when it unsuspends
during my opponent’s unsuspend
phase?
During my opponent’s unsuspend
Yes, you choose one of those
phase, more than one of my
Digimon to <De-Digivolve>.
opponent's Digimon become
unsuspended. Do I choose which
Digimon to <De-Digivolve> with
this card’s [Opponent’s Turn]
effect?
When an opponent’s Digimon
No, you can't.
becomes unsuspended, can I
choose not to activate this card’s
[Opponent's Turn] effect to <DeDigivolve> that Digimon in order to
preserve the effect’s [Once Per
Turn] limit?
My opponent unsuspends a Digimon
that has no digivolution cards or is
level 3. Can I choose not to activate
the <De-Digivolve> from this card’s
[Opponent's Turn] effect?

EX2-038

No. Even if you have 4 or more
Tamers in play, you can only gain 1
memory.

4
Justimon Blitz Arm
Does this card’s [When Attacking]
effect still activate even if I have no
Tamers in play?
1
If I have multiple Tamers in play,
can I activate the same [When
Digivolving] effect multiple times
with this card's [When Attacking]
2
effect?
Impmon

No, you can't.
<De-Digivolve> activates even if
the opponent's Digimon that
becomes unsuspended is level 3 or
has no digivolution cards.
No. If you have no Tamers in play,
the effect doesn't activate.
Yes. You can activate the same
[When Digivolving] effect as many
times as you have Tamers in play.

1

2

3

EX2-043

4
Gulfmon

1

2

EX2-044

3
Beelzemon

1

EX2-045

2
Calumon

1

This card’s effect reveals 4 cards. If
the cards revealed only include
either a card with [Beelzemon] in its
name or [Ai & Mako], can I still add
a card to my hand?

Yes, as long as either a card with
[Beelzemon] in its name or [Ai &
Mako] is among the cards revealed,
you can add it to your hand.

This card’s effect reveals 4 cards. If
both a card with [Beelzemon] in its
name and [Ai & Mako] are among
the cards revealed, can I choose to
only add one of them to my hand,
and place the remaining card at the
bottom of my deck?

No. This card's effect reads “Add 1
card [...] among them to your
hand,” so you must add as many
cards to your hand as possible. In
this case, you must add both 1 card
with [Beelzemon] in its name, and 1
[Ai & Mako] to your hand.

An effect that reads, “Reveal a card
from your deck” reveals this card
and trashes it. Does this card's
“When this card is trashed from
your deck” effect activate?
If the effect of [BT2-068 Impmon]
trashes this card from my deck,
does this card’s “When this card is
trashed from your deck” effect
activate?

No, cards revealed from the top of
your deck aren't considered to be
“trashed from your deck,” so this
card’s effect doesn’t activate.

Which player decides which cards
are trashed from hand by this card’s
[When Digivolving] effect?
Does this card’s [When Digivolving]
effect activate before or after
drawing the digivolution bonus
card?
How does this card’s [When
Digivolving] effect work when I
have 5 or fewer cards in hand?

Both players decide which cards to
trash from their own hands.

An effect that reads, “Reveal a card
from your deck” reveals this card
and trashes it. Does this card's
“When this card is trashed from
your deck” effect activate?
This card has an effect that
activates at both [When Digivolving]
and [When Attacking] timings.
What does this mean, exactly?

No, cards revealed from the top of
your deck aren't considered to be
“trashed from your deck,” so this
card’s effect doesn’t activate.

Yes. This effect specifies a specific
card number (EX2-039 Impmon),
so as long as the effect is from a
card with a different card number,
the effect will activate.

It activates after you draw.
[When Digivolving] effects trigger
after a player finishes drawing the
digivolution bonus card.
If you have 5 or fewer cards in
hand, you don't trash any cards.

It means the effect can be activated
both [When Digivolving] and [When
Attacking].
You can activate it as a [When
Digivolving] effect when you
digivolve this Digimon, then
reactivate it as a [When Attacking]
effect by attacking with this
Digimon.

This card doesn't have a level. Can I No. Cards that don't have levels
still digivolve into it and into other
can't be digivolved from, and you
cards?
can't digivolve into this card. (Other
than through special digivolutions.)

EX2-046

EX2-047

ADR-02 Searcher
This card doesn't have a level. Can I No. Cards that don't have levels
still digivolve into it and into other
can't be digivolved from, and you
cards?
can't digivolve into this card. (Other
than through special digivolutions.)
1
“You can include up to 50 copies of Normally, you can only include up
cards with this card's card number to 4 copies of a card with the same
in your deck.” How does this effect card number in your deck, but this
work, exactly?
card is different. Its effect allows
you to include up to 50 copies of it
in your deck.
2
ADR-03 Pendulum Feet
This card doesn't have a level. Can I No. Cards that don't have levels
still digivolve into it and into other
can't be digivolved from, and you
cards?
can't digivolve into this card. (Other
than through special digivolutions.)
1
This card’s effect reveals 4 cards. If Yes, as long as either a card with
the cards revealed only include
[D-Reaper] in its traits or [ADR-02
either a card with [D-Reaper] in its Searcher] is among the cards
traits or [ADR-02 Searcher], can I
revealed, you can add it to your
still add a card to my hand?
hand.
2
This card's effect reveals 4 cards. If
both a card with [D-Reaper] in its
traits and [ADR-02 Searcher] are
among the cards revealed, can I
choose to only add one of them to
my hand, and place the remaining
card at the bottom of my deck?

EX2-048

EX2-049

EX2-050

EX2-051

No. This card's effect reads “Add 1
card [...] among them to your
hand,” so you must add both a card
with [D-Reaper] in its traits and
[ADR-02 Searcher] to your hand.

3
ADR-04 Bubbles
This card doesn't have a level. Can I No. Cards that don't have levels
still digivolve into it and into other
can't be digivolved from, and you
cards?
can't digivolve into this card. (Other
than through special digivolutions.)
1
ADR-01 Jeri
This card doesn't have a level. Can I No. Cards that don't have levels
still digivolve into it and into other
can't be digivolved from, and you
cards?
can't digivolve into this card. (Other
than through special digivolutions.)
1
Can I activate this card’s effect
Yes, you can.
when I don't have a [Mother DIf you do, place all revealed cards at
2
Reaper] in play?
the bottom of your deck.
ADR-05 Creep Hands
This card doesn't have a level. Can I No. Cards that don't have levels
still digivolve into it and into other
can't be digivolved from, and you
cards?
can't digivolve into this card. (Other
than through special digivolutions.)
1
ADR-07 Palates Head

This card doesn't have a level. Can I No. Cards that don't have levels
still digivolve into it and into other
can't be digivolved from, and you
cards?
can't digivolve into this card. (Other
than through special digivolutions.)

EX2-052

EX2-053

EX2-054

EX2-055

EX2-064

1
ADR-06 Horn Striker
This card doesn't have a level. Can I No. Cards that don't have levels
still digivolve into it and into other
can't be digivolved from, and you
cards?
can't digivolve into this card. (Other
than through special digivolutions.)
1
ADR-08 Optimizer
This card doesn't have a level. Can I No. Cards that don't have levels
still digivolve into it and into other
can't be digivolved from, and you
cards?
can't digivolve into this card. (Other
than through special digivolutions.)
1
ADR-09 Gatekeeper
This card doesn't have a level. Can I No. Cards that don't have levels
still digivolve into it and into other
can't be digivolved from, and you
cards?
can't digivolve into this card. (Other
than through special digivolutions.)
1
If this card's effect plays a Digimon, No, it's treated as a normal Digimon
is it treated as a Security Digimon
once it comes into play.
2
even in my battle area?
An opponent’s Digimon with
Yes. This card’s [Opponent's Turn]
<Security Attack+1> attacks me
effect gives your opponent’s
directly, and this card is flipped over attacking Digimon <Security Attack
during the first security check and
-1> before the second security
played in my battle area by its
check, so the second security check
[Security] effect. If I have a [Mother does not occur, and the attack
D-Reaper] with 6 or more
ends.
digivolution cards in play, can this
card's [Opponent’s Turn] effect
prevent my opponent's second
security check?
3
Reaper
This card doesn't have a level. Can I No. Cards that don't have levels
still digivolve into it and into other
can't be digivolved from, and you
cards?
can't digivolve into this card. (Other
than through special digivolutions.)
1
This card’s effect reads “you may
Yes, you can.
trash 7 or more digivolution cards
from the bottom of 1 of your
[Mother D-Reaper]s,” but can I
choose to trash 8 or more
digivolution cards when playing this
card.?
2
Alice McCoy

1

Can I activate this card’s effect
No, it doesn't activate for Digimon
when a Digimon in my breeding
in breeding areas.
area digivolves into a level 5 or level
6 card?

EX2-065

EX2-067

EX2-070

2
Ai & Mako

1
Fire Ball

You can't continue the digivolution,
and the level 6 Digimon card
returns to your hand. The level 5
Digimon is deleted and no
digivolution cost is paid.

I attack with my [Beelzemon Blast
Mode]. Can I activate this card’s
[Your Turn] effect?

No, you can't.
This card can only be activated
when you attack with a card
explicitly named [Beelzemon].

If my opponent has a Digimon with
3000 DP or less in play, can I
choose not to delete an opponent’s
Digimon intentionally but still
1
<Draw 2>?
Super Digivolution Plug-In S
Can I use this card to digivolve into
a Digimon card with a special
1
digivolution costing 3 or less?
Can I use this card to DNA Digivolve
into a Digimon card with a DNA
2
Digivolution costing 3 or less?
Can I use this card to digivolve one
of my Tamers into a Digimon that
3
can digivolve from Tamers?
Can I ignore digivolution
requirements when digivolving by
the effect of this card, as long as
the cost is 3 or less?
4
I have a card in my hand with an
effect that reads “1 of your Digimon
may digivolve into this card in your
hand for a digivolution cost of 3.”
Can I use this card’ to digivolve into
it?
5
Can I activate effects that reduce
digivolution costs like
<Digisorption> or [EX1-071 Win
Rate: 60%!] to reduce the
digivolution cost of a card in my
hand from 4 or more to 3 or less,
and then use this card to digivolve
into it?
6

EX2-071

When one of my level 5 Digimon
would digivolve into a level 6 and I
delete that level 5 Digimon with this
card's effect, what happens?

7
Deathslinger

No. The effect doesn't read “you
may,” so if a Digimon with 3000 DP
or less is in play, you must choose it
as part of the effect.

Yes, you can.

No. The effect reads “You may
digivolve 1 of your Digimon,” so you
can’t use it to DNA Digivolve.
No. The effect reads “You may
digivolve 1 of your Digimon,” so you
can’t use it to digivolve a Tamer.
No, this card's effect does not allow
ignoring digivolution requirements,
so you can't ignore digivolution
requirements unless some other
effect that permits you to do so.
Yes, you can.

No, those effects are only active
when the digivolution is taking
place, which means they reduce the
digivolution cost after a player has
announced a digivolution. As such,
at the time this card's effect is
activated, the digivolution cost
hasn't been reduced, and you can't
choose the card with this card’s
effect.
I have a Digimon card with multiple No. Even if the card has a
digivolution requirements: one with digivolution requirement with a cost
a digivolution cost of 3, and one
of 3, if you want to digivolve off the
with a digivolution cost of 4. Can I requirement with a cost of 4, you
use this card to digivolve into that
can’t use this card to digivolve.
Digimon card and apply the
requirement with a cost of 4?

EX2-072

1
Blue Card

1

2

3

EX2-073

EX2-074

An effect that reads, “Reveal a card
from your deck” reveals this card
and trashes it. Does this card's
“When this card is trashed from
your deck” effect activate?

No, cards revealed from the top of
your deck aren't considered to be
“trashed from your deck,” so this
card’s effect doesn’t activate.

After revealing cards from my deck
with this card’s effect, can I choose
the card I digivolve into from
among them?
Can I ignore digivolution
requirements when digivolving by
this card's effect?
Can I use this card to digivolve into
a Digimon card with a special
digivolution?
If I use this card and reveal a
Digimon card I can digivolve into,
can I intentionally choose not to
digivolve into it and add it to my
hand instead?

Yes, that's correct.

4
Gallantmon Crimson Mode
Do cards trashed from my
opponent’s security stack by this
card's [When Attacking] effect
activate their [Security] effects?
1
My opponent has 1 or more cards in
their security stack. I attack my
opponent with this Digimon and its
[When Attacking] effect trashes
their last security cards, leaving
them with zero cards in their
security stack. If the attack isn't
blocked and my attack is successful
when they have zero cards in their
security stack, do I win the game?
2
Beelzemon Blast Mode
An effect that reads, “Reveal a card
from your deck” reveals this card
and trashes it. Does this card's
“When this card is trashed from
1
your deck” effect activate?

No, you can’t ignore digivolution
requirements.
Yes, you can.

Yes, the effect reads “You may,” so
you can choose not to digivolve.

No, the cards weren't being flipped
over by a security check, so their
[Security] effects don't activate.

Yes, you do.

No, cards revealed from the top of
your deck aren't considered to be
“trashed from your deck,” so this
card’s effect doesn’t activate.

